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Welcome and introduction

Ruben Rog Katherine Auster
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Agenda for today

15:00 – 15:15:        Welcome and introduction 

15:15 – 15:45:        Industry analysis – Life Sciences in The Netherlands

15:45 – 16:35:        Investor considerations

16:35 – 16:45:        Break

16:45 – 17:50:        Future growth development plans

17:50 – 18:00:        Closing
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How excited are you about today’s Life Science event?

A. My boss told me to join

B. I thought this was a building & construction session

C. I got forwarded the link to this event, but I’m not sure 

what this is all about

D. I am excited to kick it off!

0 27 ClosedReact Go to kpmgvote.nl and log in with kpmgcmaas
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How excited are you about today’s Life Science event?

Closed

A.

B.

C.

D.

My boss told me to join

I thought this was a building & 
construction session

I got forwarded the link to this event, 
but I’m not sure what this is all...

I am excited to kick it off!

0.0%

4.5%

13.6%

81.8%
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What kind of company are you representing?

A. Biotech

B. Pharmaceutical

C. Medtech

D. Venture Capitalist / Private Equity Firm

E. Other

0 28 ClosedReact Go to kpmgvote.nl and log in with kpmgcmaas
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What kind of company are you representing?

ClosedReact Go to kpmgvote.nl and log in with kpmgcmaas

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Biotech

Pharmaceutical

Medtech

Venture Capitalist / Private Equity 
Firm

Other

45.8%

8.3%

4.2%

8.3%

33.3%
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What is your current role?

A. CEO/CFO

B. Finance Director

C. VP Finance

D. Other

0 28 ClosedReact Go to kpmgvote.nl and log in with kpmgcmaas
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What is your current role?

ClosedReact Go to kpmgvote.nl and log in with kpmgcmaas

A.

B.

C.

D.

CEO/CFO

Finance 
Director

VP Finance

Other

20.8%

16.7%

8.3%

54.2%
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What topics are you interested in learning about today? 
(max 2 options)

A. Industry analysis of the life sciences environment

B. How to attract more investments for my company

C. GAAP conversions

D. IPO readiness

E. Tax matters

0 26 ClosedReact Go to kpmgvote.nl and log in with kpmgcmaas
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What topics are you interested in learning about today? 
(max 2 options)

ClosedReact Go to kpmgvote.nl and log in with kpmgcmaas

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Industry analysis of the life sciences 
environment

How to attract more investments for 
my company

GAAP conversions

IPO readiness

Tax matters

76.0%

20.0%

24.0%

28.0%

24.0%
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What do you think are the common challenges of the life 
sciences sector? (max 2 options)

A. The investment climate is complex and fragmented

B. Limited entrepreneurship among academic experts

C. Limited presence of large pharmaceutical companies

D. The industry is dispersed and fragmented

E. Limitations in sharing and usage of data

F. Suboptimal debate between government and industry

G. I don’t experience any challenges

0 25 ClosedReact Go to kpmgvote.nl and log in with kpmgcmaas
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What do you think are the common challenges of the life 
sciences sector? (max 2 options)

Closed

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

The investment climate is complex 
and fragmented
Limited entrepreneurship among 
academic experts
Limited presence of large 
pharmaceutical companies
The industry is dispersed and 
fragmented
Limitations in sharing and usage of 
data
Suboptimal debate between 
government and industry
I don’t experience any challenges

22.7%

25.0%

13.6%

11.4%

2.3%

22.7%

2.3%



Industry Analysis – Life Sciences in 
the Netherlands 

Unlocking the full potential of the 
Dutch Life Sciences sector? 

Dr. David Ikkersheim
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Background on the study
Unlocking the full potential of the Dutch Life Science sector

Why?
• Growth potential Dutch Life Science sector 
• Dutch contribution to a world of better health

Research question
• What does a fully flourishing Dutch Life Science sector look like in 2030? 
• And how do we get there? 

Research methodology 
• Interviews with experts (government, industry, financial organizations)
• Desk research
• Round table
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Facts and figures: life sciences sector in the
Netherlands

Unlocking the full potential of the Dutch Life Science sector

Pharmaceutical companies
Per one million inhabitants

Biotech companies
Per one million inhabitants 

Medtech companies
Per one million inhabitants 

Employees in manufacturing of pharmaceutical 
or Medtech products
Per one million inhabitants 

2,4
XX

33
XX

6,7
XX

1,840

9,0
XX

74
XX

31,5

7,900

3,5
XX

27
XX

5,3
XX

2,720

Facts and figures Enabling preconditions
& hurdles

Steps towards the 
future2030
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Enabling preconditions…..
Unlocking the full potential of the Dutch Life Science sector

Workforce
productivity

Sector 
Growth

Infra-
structure

Stakeholder 
presence

Hub 
Presence

Educated  
workforce

Work-life 
balance

Facts and figures Enabling preconditions
& hurdles

Steps towards the 
future2030
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…..and hurdles
Unlocking the full potential of the Dutch Life Science Sector

Dutch life 
science story

Entrepreneurship among 
academics

Funding landscape

Sharing and usage of 
data

Debate between 
government 
and industry

Presence of large 
pharmaceutical or 
biotech companies

Facts and figures Enabling preconditions
& hurdles

Steps towards the 
future2030
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Looking out to a flourishing life science sector 2030
Unlocking the full potential of the Dutch Life Science sector

Market access

 Three “€10+ billion” 
companies

 4% of GDP
 60,000 employees
 World class quality shared 

laboratories, skilled workforce 
and financing opportunities

2030

28

Funding 
capacity

Vision

20

26

Public-private 
partnerships & 

entrepreneurship 
initiatives

23

Data lake

23

Oncology & 
neuroscience

breakthroughs

25

Efficient 
regulation

24

Facts and figures Enabling preconditions
& hurdles

Steps towards the 
future2030
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Three key objectives in order to reach full potential
Unlocking the full potential of the Dutch Life Science sector

Facts and figures Enabling preconditions
& hurdles

Steps towards the 
future2030

2030

Increasing available funding1
Transforming R&D2

Embracing the life sciences sector3
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Three key objectives in order to reach full potential
Unlocking the full potential of the Dutch Life Science sector

Facts and figures Enabling preconditions
& hurdles

Steps towards the 
future2030

2030

Increasing available funding1
Transforming R&D2

Embracing the life sciences sector3

A Define NL ambition

B Create strong brand

C Develop Financing vehicles

D Increase R&D expenditure
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Three key objectives in order to reach full potential
Unlocking the full potential of the Dutch Life Science sector

Facts and figures Enabling preconditions
& hurdles

Steps towards the 
future2030

2030

Increasing available funding1
Transforming R&D2

Embracing the life sciences sector3

A Create data lake

B Resolve regulatory               
inefficiency
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Three key objectives in order to reach full potential
Unlocking the full potential of the Dutch Life Science sector

Facts and figures Enabling preconditions
& hurdles

Steps towards the 
future2030

2030

Increasing available funding1
Transforming R&D2

Embracing the life sciences sector3

A Stimulate entrepreneurship

B Create transparent market 
access process



KPMG on social media KPMG app

David Ikkersheim MD MSc PhD
KPMG Health and Life Sciences
― Partner, Amstelveen
― KPMG Advisory N.V.
Mob: + 31 6 41839626
ikkersheim.david@kpmg.nl

Dr. David Ikkersheim leads KPMG’s Life Sciences practice
in the Netherlands. He is trained as doctor, holds a master
in business administration and a PhD in health economics.
He supports Life Sciences companies in designing and
implementing their global and local strategy.
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Investor side considerations:  

What are the important metrics 
when deciding whether to invest?

Panel Discussion
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Investor side considerations – Panel Discussion

Giovanni Mariggi
Partner, Medicxi

Shelley Margetson
Consultant, V-Bio / CEO Octimet

Arthur Franken
General partner, Gilde Healthcare
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Giovanni Mariggi - Biography

Giovanni is a Partner at Medicxi and a member of the co-founding team. 

Prior to Medicxi, Giovanni was a Principal at Index Ventures for four years, having joined in 2012. 
Giovanni has a led number investment in both early and late stage biotechs and currently serves 
on the board of a number of portfolio companies, including Vaderis, Gadeta, Aura Biosciences, 
Pearl River and Janpix.

Giovanni received a BSc in Biochemistry from Imperial College London and a PhD in Biochemistry 
and Molecular Biology from University College London.

Giovanni Mariggi
Partner, Medicxi
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Shelley Margetson - Biography

Shelley Margetson joined V-Bio Ventures in September 2020, as consultant to funds 1 with 
intention to transition to managing partner on first closing of funds 2. 

Prior to joining V-Bio, she gained 20 years of experience in the international biotechnology industry 
in several C-level functions. She has managed international business deals, financing rounds and 
as CFO of Merus (MRUS) she played a pivotal role in their initial public offering (IPO) on the 
Nasdaq in May 2016. 

Shelley has a BA in business economics and is a member of the Chartered Institute of 
Management Accountants (CIMA).

Shelley Margetson
Consultant, V-Bio / CEO Octimet
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Arthur Franken - Biography

Arthur Franken
General partner, Gilde Healthcare

Arthur Franken joined Gilde in 2001. 

He is active in venture and growth capital investments in the (bio)pharmaceutical, medtech, 
diagnostics and digital health sectors and leading the firms’ investment activities in the 
(bio)pharmaceutical sector. 

He led the investments in Breath Therapeutics (acquired by Zambon), Conatus Pharmaceuticals 
(IPO on NASDAQ), FlowCardia (acquired by C. R. Bard), Levicept, Moximed, MTM Laboratories 
(acquired by Roche), Noema Pharma, ProQR Therapeutics (IPO on NASDAQ) and STAT-Dx
(acquired by QIAGEN). He has been involved in numerous investments and divestments including 
Ablynx (IPO on Euronext, acquired by Sanofi-Aventis), Agendia, Axonics (IPO on NASDAQ), BG 
Medicine (IPO on NASDAQ), Calypso Biotech, CVRx, Eargo (IPO on NASDAQ), FIRE1, Pieris
(IPO on NASDAQ) and uniQure (IPO on NASDAQ). 

He represents Gilde on the boards of Calypso, Levicept, Moximed and Noema Pharma and served 
as a board member for Breath Therapeutics, FlowCardia, MTM Laboratories, ProQR Therapeutics 
and STAT-Dx until the trade sales or IPO. 

Prior to joining Gilde he was active in cardiovascular research at the Leiden/Amsterdam Center for 
Drug Research and TNO. 

He holds a master’s degree in Biopharmaceutical Sciences from Leiden University, the 
Netherlands. He is a Dutch national.



Future growth development plans -
including IPO readiness, GAAP 
transitions and tax considerations.

KPMG CMAAS and Meijburg
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Future growth development plans

Ruben Rog
KPMG
Rog.Ruben@kpmg.nl
+31206 568830

Katherine Auster
KPMG
Auster.Katherine@kpmg.nl
+31204 262748

Herman van Meel
KPMG
VanMeel.Herman@kpmg.nl
+31206 567222 

Ronald Honings
KPMG Meijburg
Honings.Ronald@kpmg.com
+318890 93289

Jeroen Kuppens
KPMG Meijburg
Kuppens.Jeroen@kpmg.com
+318890 91424



IPO Readiness 

Herman Van Meel
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Overview of an IPO process

Pre IPO-
readiness 
test and 
general 

planning

Preparation
Detailed 

due 
diligence

(if required)

Prospectus
Marketing 

to 
prospective 

investors

Pricing the 
issue

Flotation

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Analysis: 
Consider key 

issues
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Work streams involved in IPO readiness

Internal & external 
reporting

1 2

5 6 7 8

3

Risk compliance / 
corporate 

governance

IT & Security Treasury

Preferred listing 
base requirements

4

Investor Relations

Tax Environmental / 
sustainability

The IPO Readiness work streams:
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Expected impact of IPO readiness

Treasury

Governance, Risk & 
compliance

Corporate Social 
Responsibility

Investor relations

Internal & External Reporting

Workstream Key Recommendations

— Dedicated treasury function required
— Funding & liquidity planning set up and monitoring required
— Depending on [x], external funding sourcing may be needed

— Supervisory Board requires certain level of independence from [x]
— Supervisory Board expansion will lead to creation of committees
— Remuneration policy & disclosure needs to be formalised

— Assessment required to identify the most relevant CSR topics and 
define accompanying measures and targets

— Annual report post-IPO is required to contain CSR chapter

— Senior and potentially junior investor relations staff required
— Internal and external communication policies & lines to be defined
— Management communication training required

— Dedicated reporting staff & accounting specialists required
— Reporting to increase in quantity & quality
— More scrutiny expected from market and AFM

IT & Security — Several initiatives have been identified that are in progress or about 
to start, as part of improving the IT & security organisation

— Focus during merger process needs to be maintained

Human Resources
— HR strategy is work in progress and requires more dedication in 

terms of a policy and KPIs for the HR department
— Post-IPO a clear HR strategy needs to be communicated externally

Tax
— [x] is a mature tax organisation and limited improvements are visible 

with respect to the current tax position
— IPO choices are expected to have a manageable tax effect

Organisation ExCo / Supervisory Board

Medium Medium

Expected impact

Low High

Medium/High Medium

High Medium

High High

Medium Low

Low Low

Medium Medium
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Emerging Growth Companies (EGC’s)
An EGC is a company that has not had an initial sale of registered equity securities on or before 
December 8, 2011 and has total annual gross revenues less than $1 billion for its most recently 
completed fiscal year.

― A new category of public equity issuers called 
Emerging Growth Companies (EGC’s) that are 
exempt from certain SEC reporting requirements 
for up to five years. 

― An FPI may also qualify as an EGC.

― An EGC is exempt from the requirement for auditor 
attestation of internal control over financial 
reporting (ICFR).

― An EGC retains this status until the earliest of:

― the last day of its fiscal year in which it has 
total annual gross revenues of $1 billion or 
more;

― the last day of its fiscal year following the 
fifth anniversary of the date of the first sale 
of common equity securities pursuant to an 
effective registration statement;

― the date on which the issuer has issued 
more than $1 billion in nonconvertible debt 
during the previous three-year period; or

― the date on which the issuer is deemed to 
be a large accelerated filer.

General – EGC’s:

― Among the reduced reporting requirements allowed an 
EGC are the following:

― An EGC may limit presentation of audited 
financial statements in the initial registration 
statement of its common equity securities to the 
two most recent fiscal years, and the unaudited 
financial statements for the most current interim 
period and comparative prior year period in 
registration statements.



GAAP Conversions

Katherine Auster
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Attention areas impacted by a GAAP transition
Revenue recognition / collaboration 
agreements

Financial instruments

First time adoption of new GAAP

Share based payments

Lease accounting

Business Combinations and Goodwill

Taxes

Intangible assets

Continuation of local reporting 
requirements 
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Adopting a new GAAP: Organisational impacts

Accounting
Change
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Indicative timeline

01-01-2020
Date of transition

Jan 2020 Dec 2021

31-12-2021
First annual IFRS 
Reporting date

2020
IFRS Comparative 
period

Jan 2021

2021
First IFRS 
reporting period

IFRS adoption timeline for 2021



Tax Considerations

Ronald Honings and Jeroen Kuppens



I. Dutch Tax Plan 2021
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Innovation box

 Decrease innovation box exemption to an effective 
innovation box tax rate of rate to 9%.

3
Dutch CIT rates

1

New Loss setoff rules

 As of January 1, 2022 limitation of annual 
loss set-off to 50% of the taxable profit first 
EUR 1 million taxable profit fully offsettable).

2

Various

 Introduction of conditional withholding tax on interest and royalties effective 
as from 2021. Also applies in case of abusive structures.

 As of 2024, the scope of the conditional withholding taxes will be extended 
to dividends. The taxation will be levied in addition to the existing dividend 
withholding tax. Increase of rate to 25%. 

 BIK regulation: a temporary generic regulation that lasts until January 1, 
2023.. The remittance reduction amounts to 3% of the investment amount 
up to and including EUR 5 million. For the excess, this credit amounts to 
2.44%.

4

CIT rates 1st bracket 2nd bracket

2021 15% on the first EUR 
245.000

25%

2022 15% on the first EUR 
395.000

25%

Highlights of the 2021 Tax PLan
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New loss set-off rules: overview (1/2)

Rules enter into force as of 1 January 2022 

Unlimited loss carry-forward, carry back is limited to 1 year.

Losses not yet utilized as per 31 December 2021, will be subject to the new 
regime an therefore can be carried forward without time limitations

Losses fully available for € 1 million taxable profit, any remaining profit can only 
be offset up to 50% (both forward and backward)
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New loss set-off rules: example (2/2)

Indicative example: 
Dutch company incur a loss of € 5 million in 2022, whilst it realizes a 
taxable income of € 5 million in 2023.

Current regulations

Taxable profit 2023 € 5,000,000

Less: deductible loss 2022 -/- € 5,000,000

Taxable amount € nil

Dutch CIT payable € nil

Shift of tax payable to earlier years 
compared to current rules

Proposed regulations

Taxable profit 2023 € 5,000,000

Less: deductible loss 2022 -/- € 3,000,000

Taxable amount € 2,000,000

Dutch CIT payable € 460,500
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New loss set-off rules in combination with innovation box

Current rules
2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Total

Income new IP (50.000.000)        20.000.000         20.000.000         25.000.000          25.000.000          25.000.000          25.000.000          25.000.000          25.000.000          65.000.000          
Innovation box deduction -                    -                    -                    (9.600.000)           (16.000.000)         (16.000.000)         (16.000.000)         (16.000.000)         (16.000.000)         (41.600.000)         
Fiscal profit (50.000.000)        20.000.000         20.000.000         15.400.000          9.000.000            9.000.000            9.000.000            9.000.000            9.000.000            73.400.000          
Loss relief n/a (20.000.000)        (20.000.000)        (10.000.000)         -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      (50.000.000)         
Taxable amount -                    -                    -                    5.400.000            9.000.000            9.000.000            9.000.000            9.000.000            9.000.000            50.400.000          
Corporate tax due 0 0 -                    1.350.000            2.250.000            2.250.000            2.250.000            2.250.000            2.250.000            12.600.000          
Effective tax rate n/a n/a 0% 5% 9% 9% 9% 9% 9%

Development costs to be 
recaptured 50.000.000         30.000.000         10.000.000         -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      

Proposed rules
2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 Total

Income new IP (50.000.000)        20.000.000         20.000.000         25.000.000          25.000.000          25.000.000          25.000.000          25.000.000          25.000.000          65.000.000          
Innovation box deduction -                    -                    -                    (9.600.000)           (16.000.000)         (16.000.000)         (16.000.000)         (16.000.000)         (16.000.000)         (41.600.000)         
Fiscal profit (50.000.000)        20.000.000         20.000.000         15.400.000          9.000.000            9.000.000            9.000.000            9.000.000            9.000.000            73.400.000          
Loss relief n/a (10.500.000)        (10.500.000)        (8.200.000)           (5.000.000)           (5.000.000)           (5.000.000)           (5.000.000)           (800.000)              (50.000.000)         
Taxable amount nil 9.500.000           9.500.000          7.200.000            4.000.000            4.000.000            4.000.000            4.000.000            8.200.000            50.400.000          
Corporate tax due 0 2.375.000           2.375.000          1.800.000            1.000.000            1.000.000            1.000.000            1.000.000            2.050.000            12.600.000          
Effective tax rate n/a n/a 12% 7% 4% 4% 4% 4% 8%
Development costs to be 
recaptured 50.000.000         30.000.000         10.000.000         -                      -                      -                      -                      

Difference tax payable 
under new rules -                    2.375.000           2.375.000          450.000               (1.250.000)           (1.250.000)           (1.250.000)           (1.250.000)           (200.000)              -                      



II. Repatriation of 
income to foreign
investors
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Dutch dividend withholding tax in general

• Dividend WHT for BVs and NVs: 15%Main rule

• Cooperatives exempt from WHT except for qualifying membership 
rights in holding COOPs. 

• Subject to dividend WHT when its activities in the year previous of the 
dividend, exist for >70% out of the holding of participations or the 
financing of related parties  Holding cooperative.

Holding Cooperative

• Domestic dividend WHT exemption applies to a shareholder which is 
located in EU/EEA and in cases that the recipient is a resident of a 
country with which the Netherlands has a DTT which includes a 
dividend clause. 

Exemption

• If the shares in the Dutch company are held for: 
• The principal purpose of avoiding dividend WHT being levied on 

another party (motive test) and;
• an artificial structure or transaction is present (business test).

Anti-abuse
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Typical private equity structures

LuxCo

DutchCo

Investors

Dividend

DutchCo

Dividend

LLC

LP

Investors

LP
LP

LP



III. Transfer pricing
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Transfer Pricing

Discovery and 
development

Preclinical 
Phase 1 

Preclinical 
Phase 2

FDA/EMA 
approval phase

G20 Mandate to 
prepare report on 
the Digital Economy 

What do we often see?

• Successful Discovery and Development, preclinical phases 
0-2 are decided and managed by Dutch management, 

• Financed by Dutch private equity
• Investments are made that lead to carry forward tax losses
• At certain point, major additional funding required for large 

investments into Clinical Phase 3  
• Experienced US financial and commercial management is 

hired to increase chances of success, primarily considering 
availability of financing in the US and market access.

• First market for commercialization often United States due to 
relatively easy access and large market potential 

Preclinical 
Phase 0

FDA/EMA monitoring phase
Products in markets

Clinical  
Phase 3 

In preclinical 
phases R&D 

investments run 
up tax losses

Large investment by CROs 
run up major tax losses
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Transfer Pricing

Discovery and 
development

Preclinical 
Phase 1 

Preclinical 
Phase 2

FDA/EMA 
approval phase

G20 Mandate to 
prepare report on 
the Digital Economy 

Why  transfer pricing matters:
• How to use tax losses going forward;
• Risks in foreign territories in case of substantial 

presence (DEMPE functions);
• Increased attention of tax authorities;
• remuneration for foreign entities.

Examples of Transfer Pricing models:
• Exchange of innovation box rulings. Routine
• Profit Split Method;
• Driven by functionality.

Preclinical 
Phase 0

FDA/EMA monitoring phase
Products in markets

Clinical  
Phase 3 

In preclinical 
phases R&D 

investments run 
up tax losses

Large investment by CROs 
run up major tax losses
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